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Moth World Championship e Pre Worlds - Italian 
Series

Equipment Substitution Request

Request No: 04
Boat: Moth - USA 4862 - TIME BANDIT - Riley Gibbs

Request:

Old Equipment:

Old Exploder Moth Hull #4862

After discussing with Luigi yesterday on the lay day we have concluded that my hull from the first two days of racing is no longer
suitable for competition due to significant structural damage. Damage was first noted 2 days prior to competition. Issue was
repaired the evening before racing started at the worlds and on day 2 just before the start of Race 3 of the regatta, (first race of
day 2) significant damage occurred to the starboard and then port wing of the boat. Causing it to be dangerous to sail. The boat
was taking on water at a significant rate so I tried to stay foiling and out of the water as often as possible. 

New Equipment:
Plan going forward is to replace only the hull with a new spare hull from the same manufacturer. 

Reason:
After discussing with Luigi yesterday on the lay day we have concluded that my hull from the first two days of racing is no longer
suitable for competition due to significant structural damage. Damage was first noted 2 days prior to competition. Issue was
repaired the evening before racing started at the worlds and on day 2 just before the start of Race 3 of the regatta, (first race of
day 2) significant damage occurred to the starboard and then port wing of the boat. Causing it to be dangerous to sail. The boat
was taking on water at a significant rate so I tried to stay foiling and out of the water as often as possible. 

Response: Approved
Authorized to use the boat world sailing 4863
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